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A home for all

SEASONS

SET ON AN ESTATE, THIS HOME EXUDES CALM AND COMFORT

BY ANÉL LEWIS • PROJECT CONSULTANT AND PROPERTY
COORDINATOR DIANE LUBBE • PHOTOGRAPHER KEITH QUIXLEY
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ENERGY MASTER BUILDERS CC 021 863 2429

LEFT: As specialists in high-end construction, Energy Master
Builders was able to create a home with the utmost attention to
detail and individuality. A standout feature is the division of the
house into four linked “pods”. Energy Master Builders managed
all aspects of the project to meet the client’s specifications and
design requests.

T

he owner loves the tranquillity of this
Winelands estate, so the home has
been designed to make the most of the
stunning mountain views and natural
beauty. There is also a strong sense of
community and the convenience of having “a variety
of wonderful places on our doorstep”, which adds to
the appeal, she says.
This is a family that loves to socialise, so it was
important for the home to have an easy flow. “We
enjoy entertaining, and this house certainly gives
us those options, whether indoors or outside.” The
courtyards provide ample shelter from the weather
throughout the year.
An interesting feature of this home is the use
of space and the separation of the house into four
sections. “As we wanted to downsize, we felt we
would achieve a sense of space by having separate
interlinking pods, and this has definitely been the
case,” says the owner.
She says the house has a contemporary feel that
starts with the exterior’s raw stone feature wall and
minimal landscaping. This is continued inside where
the modern décor is striking yet inviting. Most of
the rooms have tones of mustard, navy and grey –
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PORSCHE 011 540 5000
The new Porsche Macan offers increased performance, a sharper design and a
new operating concept. The sporty flagship vehicle of the successful SUV line-up,
the Macan GTS, has the responsiveness and power delivery characteristic of GTS
cars. It completes the 0–100km/h sprint in 4.3 seconds when fitted with the Sport
Chrono package and reaches a top speed of 272 km/h. The new Macan models
offer a wide suspension bandwidth, balancing maximum suspension comfort and
dynamic sports car performance. Visually, the redesigned nose with an inlay in the
exterior colour emphasises the vehicle’s width, making it look even more imposing.
Available in 14 colours, including this Volcano Grey Metallic, the Macan will suit
your personal style and lifestyle.

inspired by the statement wallpaper in the living area.
The guest bedroom has a more biophilic look.
Standout features include the long entrance
passageway, lit by a strip light, and the button pendant
light fitting. With its considerable curb appeal, the house
itself is a conversation starter, says the owner. “At night,
when the exterior lights are on, the house takes on a
totally different feel and is quite magical.” Q
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CONTACTS:
ENERGY MASTER BUILDERS – construction
021 863 2429, Facebook: energymasterbuilders,
Instagram: energymasterbuilders,
www.energymasterbuilders.com
PORSCHE SOUTH AFRICA – official Porsche partner
011 540 5000, queries@porsche.co.za,
www.porschesouthafrica.com
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